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A novel biometric authentication information hiding method based on the sparse representation is proposed for enhancing the
security of biometric information transmitted in the network. In order to make good use of abundant information of the cover
image, the sparse representation method is adopted to exploit the correlation between the cover and biometric images. Thus, the
biometric image is divided into two parts. The first part is the reconstructed image, and the other part is the residual image. The
biometric authentication image cannot be restored by any one part. The residual image and sparse representation coefficients are
embedded into the cover image. Then, for the sake of causing much less attention of attackers, the visual attention mechanism
is employed to select embedding location and embedding sequence of secret information. Finally, the reversible watermarking
algorithm based on histogram is utilized for embedding the secret information. For verifying the validity of the algorithm, the
PolyUmultispectral palmprint and the CASIA iris databases are used as biometric information.The experimental results show that
the proposed method exhibits good security, invisibility, and high capacity.

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the rapid development of the informa-
tion technology, Internet has become an indispensable part of
people’s lives. In the meantime, Internet fraud and network
attack have become a major problem to Internet users.
Network service systemputs forward higher requirements for
the accuracy, security, and reliability of identity recognition.
The traditional identity recognition methods, such as smart
card, ID, and password, have been unable to meet the need
of people. Biometric characteristics of the human body, such
as palmprint, iris, and face, have the properties of uniqueness
and invariability, which have become an important founda-
tion for identity recognition.

The biometrics is a new identification technique. An
individual is identified by their distinct physiological or
behavioral characteristics. The identification method based
on biometric technology is better than traditional methods.
However, biometric data itself has no confidentiality and

security. Therefore, the security problem of biometric data
has already become an urgent and important problem. Infor-
mation hiding is an effective solution to protect security and
integrity of biometric data. Many researchers have proposed
various methods for protecting biometric data.

Bedi et al. presented the multimodal biometric authenti-
cation method using PSO based watermarking [1]. The key
idea is that the multimodal biometric image was used as the
watermark image. PSO was used to select best DCT coeffi-
cient in the face image. Vatsa et al. presented a three-level
RDWT biometric watermarking algorithm for embedding
the voice biometric MFC coefficient into a color face image
[2]. The watermarking algorithm used adaptive user-specific
parameters for improving performance. A novel method of
empirical mode decomposition and gene expression pro-
gramming together was used to embed biometric informa-
tion in the literature [3]. The singular value decomposition
and lifting based discrete wavelet transform were employed
in the watermarking algorithm. Li et al. proposed Tamper
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Figure 1: The flowchart of biometric information hiding method.

detection and self-recovery of biometric images using salient
region-based authentication watermarking scheme [4]. Che
et al. took into account the content relevance of the cover
image and the watermarked image; they proposed content-
based image hiding method [5]. The biometric information
hiding methods based on correlation analysis were proposed
in the literature [6]. For the video data, the dual video
watermark authentication method has been proposed by Shi
et al. [7].

Through analyzing existing biometric information hiding
methods, we found almost all of hidingmethods adopt digital
watermarking and hide one or more biometric images or
their features into another biometric image directly based on
transform domain for verification. These methods are robust
against some types of attacks, but the hiding capacity is low.
At the same time, the existing methods rarely consider the
content correlation between the biometric image and the
cover image.The cover image is only used as a hidden carrier
and their rich content cannot be fully utilized. Therefore, a
novel biometric authentication image hiding method based
on the sparse representation is proposed in this paper, which
considers the content correlation between the biometric
image and the cover image adequately.

2. The Proposed Method

The sparse representation and visual attention model are
used in the biometric hiding method, which uses the sparse
representation theory to analyze the content correlation
between the cover image and the biometric image. First,
the dictionary is built by the cover images for calculating
the sparse representation coefficients of a biometric image.
The biometric image is reconstructed by the dictionary and

sparse representation coefficients.The difference between the
original biometric image and the reconstructed biometric
image is used as one part of the secret information. The
sparse representation coefficients are another part of the
secret information. The two parts of secret information are
embedded into the cover image. In order to facilitate the
embedding of secret information, the secret information is
converted into a binary sequence.Through statistical analysis
of a large number of experimental data, we found that the
absolute value of each pixel value in the residual image is
less than 31. Therefore, each pixel value of residual image
can be represented by six binary bits, where the first one
represents the sign bit and the other five are the pixel values.
The amount of embedded information is greatly reduced
compared with the original image. Besides, the embedding
region of secret information is selected by the saliency image
of cover image. At last, the reversible watermarking algorithm
based on histogram is used to embed secret information,
where the embedded order is determined by the saliency
image of the cover image.

When we extract the secret information, the binary
sequence in stego-image is firstly extracted by the secret
key. Then, the binary sequence is converted to residual
image and sparse representation coefficients. The dictionary
is built by recovered stego-image. Finally, the biometric image
is restored by the residual image and the reconstructed
biometric image.

The flowchart of hiding method is described in Figure 1.
The method is divided into three stages of sparse representa-
tion, vision attention, and image hiding.

2.1. Sparse Representation. With the rapid development of
computer technology, abundant signal processing methods
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have been proposed. As a branch of signal processing, sparse
representation has been wildly applied in image denoising,
image restoration, feature extraction, image compression,
pattern recognition, machine learning, compressed sensing,
and other fields. Nevertheless, the sparse representation
theory is rarely used in the information hiding field. Jost et al.
applied the sparse representation theory to the information
security field; the secret information was embedded into the
decomposition path of the sparse decomposition image. The
receiver extracts the secret information by decomposition
path of the cover image [8]. Cencelli and his colleagues
embedded information by modifying the sparse represen-
tation coefficients of image [9–11]. These methods only use
a sparse representation coefficient and decomposition path
to achieve information hiding. They do not analyze the
correlation between the secret information and the cover
image by sparse representationmethod.Therefore, this paper
uses sparse representation method to analyze the correlation
between secret information and the cover image for reducing
the number of secret information.

The element of decomposition signal is called the atom in
the sparse representation theory. Suppose 𝑦 ∈ 𝑅𝑛 is an image
block representation vector, 𝐷 ∈ 𝑅𝑛×𝐿 represents redundant
dictionary, 𝐿 represents the number of atoms, and sparse
representation process can be described as

�̂� = arg min
𝛼

𝑦 − 𝐷𝛼

2

2
s.t. ‖𝛼‖

0
≤ 𝑆, (1)

where ∗
2 represents the 𝑙2-norm, ∗

0 represents the 𝑙0-
norm, 𝑆 represents sparse degree, 𝐷 is the redundant dictio-
nary,𝐷 = [𝑑

1
, 𝑑
2
, . . . , 𝑑

𝐿
], 𝛼 represents sparse representation

coefficient, and 𝛼
0 represents the number of non-zero

coefficients in 𝛼. Figure 2 is schematic diagram of the sparse
representation theory.

Two of the most critical problems need to be solved
using the sparse representation for information hiding. One
is how to build an effective dictionary 𝐷, and the other is
how to obtain sparse representation coefficient. Taking into
account the characteristics of the cover image and biometric
image, we use the integer value dictionary. In order to reduce
the difficulty and the complexity of building dictionary, data
samplingmethod is used to build the redundant dictionary by
the cover image. Palmprint images and iris images are divided
into blocks for improving the computational efficiency of the
algorithm in this paper. Palmprint image is divided into 16
blocks with the size of 32 × 32; iris image is divided into 8
blocks with the size of 32 × 32. The dictionary is built by
data sampling methods with size of 1024 × 6561. Orthogonal
matching pursuit algorithm (OMP) is used to calculate the
sparse representation coefficient [12] which is an improved
algorithm based on matching pursuit algorithm [13]. The
original image, reconstructed image and residual image are
shown in Figures 3 and 4.

2.2. Vision Attention. Visual attention mechanism is an
emerging research field, which contains neurobiology psy-
chology, computer vision, pattern recognition, artificial intel-
ligence, and many other disciplines. It is one kind of mecha-
nism of human visual systems in selecting regions of interest
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Figure 2: The schematic diagram of the sparse representation
theory.

from complex scenes. Recently, it has become the focus of
research in computer vision, due to its applications for object
detection [14–16] and digital image processing field [17–20].
Visual attentionmodel is divided into two categories by visual
information processing method in computer vision system.
The first one is a bottom-up visual attention model method,
which is directed by the data. But it is not dependent on the
specific task. The second one is a top-down visual attention
model method, which is affected by subjective consciousness.
It depends on the specific task. In this paper, we use the
method of literature [21].The saliency of object is detected by
the unified approach, which integrates bottom-up for lower-
level features and top-down for higher-level priors.

After multiscale feature extraction, we decompose an
image into small regions by image segmentation. Then the
mean of the feature vectors in a segment is treated as the
feature. The matrix representation of the image is formed by
stacking them. By this means, even when the object size is
large, the number of segments in a salient object is still small,
due to the fact that salient objects usually have spatial and
appearance-wise coherence. At the same time, in order to
ensure that the matrix representing the background has a low
rank, we train a linear feature transformation using labeled
data.This method can achieve good performance on saliency
detection, even without higher-level knowledge. Figures 5
and 6 show the illustration of the method.

In order to ensure the consistency of the saliency image
from the cover image and the stego-image, the saliency
image is computed by the reference subsampling image. The
reference subsampling image is computed by (3) and (4).

2.3. Information Hiding. One target of information hiding
is to hide secret information into another nonsecret cover
image for avoiding the attacker’s attention. The information
hiding technique requires that the secret information cannot
be found in digital media. At the same time, if the attacker
does not get the secret key, anyone cannot extract the secret
information from the digital media.
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Figure 3: Iris image reconstruction result.
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Figure 4: Palmprint image reconstruction result.

Cover image Image saliency 

Figure 5: Lena image and its saliency image.

The histogram is the most basic statistical characteristics
of the image. A digital image has 𝐿 gray-level in the range
[0, 𝐺], and the discrete function of the histogram is defined
as

ℎ (𝑘) = 𝑛
𝑘
, (2)

where 𝑘 represents the gray value of the image, 𝑛
𝑘
represents

the number of the pixel that the gray value is 𝑘, and the value
of 𝐺 is 255 in the gray image.

Histogram analysis is an important tool for digital image
processing. Thus, the reversible watermarking algorithm
based onhistogram is used in the process of embedding secret
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Cover image Image saliency 

Figure 6: Airplane image and its saliency image.

information. The research focus of the traditional hiding
algorithm based on histogram is how to determine the peak-
value point and zero-value point, which results in that the
watermark embedding capacity is too small and random.
The application scope of the algorithm is limited because of
these problems. A large number of statistical results show
that the embedding capacity can be increased by segmenting
the image into blocks. Since the pixel value is relatively
concentrated in the image block, more embedded space can
be got from the image [22].

The watermark embedding method of literature [23] is
used in this paper, meanwhile the division block method
of cover image and embedding sequence of watermark are
improved. The cover image is divided into small pieces by
saliency image, each of which is a small cover image. All
image blocks are sorted by significance. The secret informa-
tion is segmented according to the embedding capacity of
each small cover image and embedded in the corresponding
cover image block until all the secret information is embed-
ded.

The embedding method of secret information can be
described as follows.

Step 1. According to the significance, the block of cover image
𝐼 is selected, and the values of sampling coefficients 𝑢 and V
are 2, respectively. All the subsampled images 𝐼

1
, 𝐼
2
, 𝐼
3
, 𝐼
4
are

generated by (3)

𝐼
𝑚
(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝐼 (𝑖 ⋅ V + floor(𝑚 − 1

𝑢
) , 𝑗 ⋅ 𝑢 + (𝑚 − 1) mod 𝑢) .

(3)

Step 2. 𝐼Ref represents the reference subsampled image. 𝐼Des
represents the target subsampled image. 𝐼Ref−Des represents
the difference of 𝐼Ref and 𝐼Des. All 𝐼Ref−Des are calculated by (5):

𝐼Ref = (Round(
𝑢

2
− 1)) × V + Round( V

2
) , (4)

𝐼Ref−Des (𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝐼Ref (𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝐼Des (𝑖, 𝑗) , (5)

where 0 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑀/(V − 1), 0 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑁/(𝑢 − 1).

Step 3. The embedding position of secret information is
determined bymoving the histogrambased on the embedded
level 𝐿. In order to adaptively embed secret information, the
histogram is moved around according to embedding level 𝐿.
When the histogram is modified, the secret information is
embedded in the range of [−𝐿, 𝐿]. The moving method of the
histogram is shown in the following:

𝐻
𝑆
= {
𝐻 + 𝐿 + 1 𝐻 ≥ 𝐿 + 1

𝐻 − 𝐿 − 1 𝐻 ≤ −𝐿 − 1,
(6)

where𝐻 represents the gray values and 𝐿 represents embed-
ding level.

The pixel value of the reference subsampling image
cannot be changed in order to ensure reversibility of the
method. Therefore, we can only modify the pixel value of
the target subsampled image.Themodificationmethod of the
pixel value is shown in the following:

𝐼


Des (𝑖, 𝑗) = {
𝐼Des (𝑖, 𝑗) − (𝐿 + 1) 𝐻 ≥ 𝐿 + 1

𝐼Des (𝑖, 𝑗) + (𝐿 + 1) 𝐻 ≤ −𝐿 − 1.
(7)

Step 4. The secret information is embedded by moving the
histogram. We scan the pixel value of 𝐼Ref−Des. When the
size of the pixel value is 𝐿 or −𝐿, the secret information is
embedded.The scanning process is repeated until all the pixel
values are not equal to 𝐿 or −𝐿. In this case, the embedded
level 𝐿 is −1, and repeat the above process until 𝐿 < 0. The
embedding method is shown in (8). The moving process of
the histogram is shown in Figure 7:

𝐿 > 0,

𝐼


Des (𝑖, 𝑗) =

{{{{{{{

{{{{{{{

{

𝐼


Des (𝑖, 𝑗) − (𝐿 + 1) 𝑃


= 𝐿, 𝑤 (𝑛) = 1

𝐼


Des (𝑖, 𝑗) + (𝐿 + 1) 𝑃
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𝐼
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= 𝐿, 𝑤 (𝑛) = 0,
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Figure 7: The moving process of histogram.

Cover image Stego-image

Figure 8: The cover images and the stego-images contain iris information.

𝐿 = 0,

𝐼


Des (𝑖, 𝑗) =
{

{

{

𝐼


Des (𝑖, 𝑗) 𝑃


= 0, 𝑤 (𝑛) = 1

𝐼


Des (𝑖, 𝑗) − 1 𝑃


= 0, 𝑤 (𝑛) = 0.

(8)

The original image and the stego-image are shown in
Figures 8 and 9. The extraction of secret information is an
inverse process of the embedding process. First, the reference
subsampled image is extracted from stego-image for com-
puting the saliency image. Then, the stego-image is divided
into blocks.The image blocks are sorted by the significance of
image block.The reference subsampled image of image block
is extracted by (3) and (4).The secret information is extracted

by the secret key and the reference subsampled image. Finally,
the biometric authentication image is reconstructed by resid-
ual image, dictionary, and sparse representation coefficients.

3. Experiment and Analysis

The proposed method is verified by the biometric authenti-
cation data in this paper, and the performance of the method
is tested from security, invisibility, and embedding capacity.

3.1. Experimental Data. The PolyU multispectral palmprint
database and the CASIA iris database of Chinese Academy of
Sciences are used as biometric information [24, 25].We select
100 images from each database. The size of palmprint image
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Cover image Stego-image

Figure 9: The cover images and the stego-images contain palmprint information.

Figure 10: The iris images.

is 128 × 128; the size of iris image is 128 × 64. Some images in
the database are shown in Figures 10 and 11.The cover images
contain rich texture information and are unrelated with the
biometric image. The cover images are shown in Figure 12.

3.2. Performance Analysis. Firstly, from the security point of
view, the biometric information is hidden into the unnoticed
cover image, which reduces the attacker’s attention. Secondly,
the main part of the biometric image is reconstructed by the
sparse representation method, and the other part is embed-
ded into the cover image. Even if the embedded information
is intercepted, the attacker cannot restore the entire biometric
image. Finally, the visual attention mechanism is used to
select embedding location and embedding sequence of secret
information. The visual attention mechanism increases the
confidentiality of embedded information.

Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is an effective way to
evaluate invisibility of information hiding. The PSNR of an
image is calculated by the following:

PSNR = 10 × log
10
(

255 × 255 ×𝑀 ×𝑁

∑
𝑀

𝑖=1
∑
𝑁

𝑗=1
[𝐶(𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝑆(𝑖, 𝑗)]

2
) , (9)

where 𝐶 represents the cover image and 𝑆 represents the
stego-image. When PSNR is higher than 30 dB, we believe
that the stego-image holds good invisibility. The proposed
method and the method of literature [26] are compared and
the comparison results are shown in Table 1.

From Table 1 we can see that the invisibility of our
method is better than the other. Because the correlation
analysis method based on sparse representation is used in the
information hiding, the PSNR value of our method is higher
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Table 1: PSNR comparison results.

Cover image Cover image (pixel) Database PSNR (dB)
Literature [26] The proposed method

Lena 512 × 512 CASIA 36.52 41.97
Lena 512 × 512 PolyU 34.26 37.62
Airplane 512 × 512 CASIA 38.5 44.90
Airplane 512 × 512 PolyU 34.42 39.42
Barbara 512 × 512 CASIA 36.12 40.50
Barbara 512 × 512 PolyU 33.05 36.05

Figure 11: The palmprint images.

Figure 12: The cover images.

than the other method. At the same time, the cover image is
changed very little in the embedding process due to the fact
that the pixel value of the residual image is very small. The
embedding information has a minor effect on cover image.

The embedding capacity is a main evaluation criterion
for information hiding algorithm.The embedding capacity is
calculated by the following:

bpp =
𝑁
𝑠

𝑀
𝑐
× 𝑁
𝑐

, (10)

where𝑁
𝑠
represents the number of binary bits of secret infor-

mation and𝑀
𝑐
×𝑁
𝑐
represents the size of the cover image.The

proposed method and the method of literature [27–29] are

compared to embedding capacity, and the comparison results
are shown in Table 2.

Table 2 shows the embedding capacity comparison results
of different methods.The embedding capacity of our method
is higher than other methods. Relatively speaking, Vatsa et al.
get the worst results.

4. Conclusions

A novel biometric image hiding method based on the sparse
representation is proposed in this paper. The transmission
security of biometric information is improved in the network.
The biometric image is divided into the reconstructed image
with high energy and the residual image with low energy.
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Table 2: Embedding capacity comparison results.

Algorithm Cover image (pixel) Secret information (bit) bpp
Vatsa et al. [27] 1024 × 768 1000 0.0013
Vatsa et al. [28] 512 × 512 16384 0.0625
Shih and Wu [29] 512 × 512 × 3 86016 0.1094
Our method 512 × 512 142084 0.5420

Residual image is embedded into the cover image. In order to
reduce the attacker’s attention to stego-image, visual attention
mechanism is used in the secret information embedding pro-
cess. At the same time, the hiding strategy is modified in the
information hiding algorithm, where the secret information
embedding process is guided by the saliency image. Since the
reconstruction method has a certain complexity, the secret
key has high secrecy and is difficult to decipher. Because the
biometric image is divided into two parts, the attacker cannot
restore biometric authentication images with any part. A
large number of experimental results show that the proposed
method can protect the biometric authentication information
effectively. Currently, our approach can only process the gray-
scale image. How to hide biometric information into color
image is an important problem in future research.
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